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ABSTRACT Gravity or magnetic field, say geophysical potential field, is the superposition of grav-

ity or magnetic effects of all geological bodies of different depths, scales, and forms. The signal, say anomaly,

caused by the target geological body must be separated from the measured potential field before used for

inversion and interpretation. The classical separationmethods based onmultiresolution analysis (MRA) have

two problems. One is how to choose the optimal mother wavelet to separate the anomalies. Another is how

to separate the anomalies better when the spectrum of different geological bodies aliased each other in scale.

For the first problem, we propose a quantitative evaluating indicator, sparse index (SI), to help us choose the

optimal mother wavelet for the particular separation task. For the second problem, we separate the residual

anomalies based on MRA with spatial locating, using the wavelet coefficients within particular spatial and

scale arrange to reconstruct the regional and residual anomaly, respectively. The results of three experiments,

including separating the magnetic anomalies of a 2D and a 3D geology model, show that our new approach

combining optimal mother wavelet and spatial locating MRA separation is superior to the classical wavelet

transform method and can improve the accuracy of separation result obviously.

INDEX TERMS Localized separation, multiresolution analysis (MRA), potential anomaly separation,

quantitative evaluating of mother wavelet, sparse index (SI).

I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of terrestrial gravity and magnetic fields, say

geophysical potential field, are among the oldest methods

for determining the nature and processes of Earth [1]. The

gravity and magnetic methods continue to have an important,

often decisive role, in a wide variety of terrestrial investiga-

tions, mineral and hydrocarbon resources exploration [1]–[3].

Gravity or magnetic potential field anomalies are the super-

position of the gravity or magnetic effects of all geologi-

cal bodies of different depths, scales, and forms. To invert

a particular geological body from the measured potential

field anomaly, the anomaly caused by the target geologi-

cal body must be separated before used for inversion and

interpretation [4]. Typically, the total potential field anomaly
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is separated into the regional anomaly, caused by deeper and

larger geological bodies, and the residual anomaly, caused

by shallower and smaller ones. Due to the inherent non-

uniqueness of geophysical potential field, the separation of

the potential field anomaly is one of the difficulties in the

processing and interpretation of the geophysical potential

field data.

There are many methods for the separation of the poten-

tial field anomaly [4], including the least squares smooth-

ing method [3], the analytical continuation method [3],

the trend analysis method [3], the matching filtering

method [5], the Wiener filtering method [6], the non-

linear filtering method [7], the preferential filtering

method [8], and wavelet preferential spatially varying fil-

tering method [4]. These methods have their own char-

acteristics and advantages, but they also have some

limitations [4].
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Wavelet transform is a widely concerned digital signal pro-

cessing method [9]–[11]. Because of its good local analysis

ability in both spatial and frequency domains, it is usually

used to analyze signals with transient, unsteady or time-

varying characteristics. Among them, Mallat proposed the

theory of MRA based on discrete wavelet transform, and

established the Mallat algorithm of wavelet decomposition

and reconstruction [12]. In recent years, many scholars have

carried out research on potential field anomaly separation

based on MRA, and achieved remarkable results [13]–[18].

The core ideas of these methods are decomposing the poten-

tial field anomaly at multiresolution, firstly; determining the

corresponding scale ranges of regional anomaly and residual

anomaly, respectively, secondly; using the wavelet coeffi-

cients in the particular scale ranges to reconstruct regional

and residual anomaly respectively, lastly. There is no different

between classical MRA separation methods and frequency

domain separation methods, but using different basis func-

tions (wavelet function, or sine basis function).

The classical MRA separation methods mentioned above

have two problems. On the one hand, it is still an open issue

about how to choose the best mother wavelet for the particular

separation task, since different mother wavelets have a great

impact on the separation results [19]. On the other hand, there

is the incomplete separation problem when wavelet spectrum

of regional and residual anomalies aliased each other in the

scale, since the classical methods did not make use of the

spatial information of wavelet transform.

In order to deal with the two problems mentioned above,

we propose a quantitative evaluation factor, sparse index,

to help us choose the best mother wavelet, firstly; then we

propose a separation method based on MRA with spatial

locating, which reconstruct the regional and residual anoma-

lies by using the wavelet coefficients within particular spatial

and scale arrange, respectively; and we test our new approach

with three experiments, including magnetic anomalies sepa-

ration of a 2D and a 3D geology model, lastly.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. CLASSICAL SEPARATION METHOD BASED ON MRA

1) WAVELET TRANSFORM

For any signal s(x) ∈ L2(R), its continuous wavelet transform

is defined as [20], [21]

Wg|s(a, b) =
1

√
a

∫ ∞

−∞
s(x)g∗

(

x − b

a

)

dx, (1)

where g(x) is the mother wavelet, g∗(x) is the complex con-

jugate of g(x). The transformed signalWg|s(a, b) is a function
of the scale a and translation b.

In the case of discrete transform, discrete values are used

for a, b, the commonest choice being a dyadic grid, i.e. a =
2j, b = kb02

j, where b0 is a constant. The discrete wavelet

transform may therefore be more conveniently written as

dj(k) = Wg|s(j, k) =
∫ ∞

−∞
s(x)g∗

j,k (x)dx, (2)

FIGURE 1. Pyramid architecture of the MRA algorithm. The final
decomposition consists of a low-resolution approximation
(approximation coefficient) and a set of details
(detail coefficient) of signal.

with

gj,k (x) =
1

√
2j
g

(

x − kb02
j

2j

)

dx, j, k ∈ Z . (3)

The original signal s(x) can be synthesized by the inversion

discrete wavelet transform:

s(x) =
∞
∑

j=0

∞
∑

k=−∞
dj(k)g̃j,k (x). (4)

2) MULTIRESOLUTIONAL ANALYSIS (MRA)

Discrete wavelets are functions that form basis for the func-

tional space L2(R), the space of all functions for which

the integral of the square of its absolute value taken over

time interval (−∞, ∞). The wavelet basis for L2(R) actu-

ally is a dual basis consisting of a pair of basis window

functions known as the scaling function and the wavelet

function respectively [21]. This functional pair partitions the

space L2(R) into a decomposition that has a special algebraic

structure, which is known as a MRA of L2(R). Both the scal-

ing function, φ(x), and the wavelet function, g(x), generate

a sequence of subspace,
{

Vj
}

by the scaling function, and
{

Wj

}

, by the wavelet function, whose union generates L2(R)

as j → ∞.

L2(R) = V1 ⊕W1 ⊕W2 ⊕W3 ⊕ . . .Wj, j → ∞ (5)

Vj+1 = Vj ⊕Wj (6)

Any signal s(x) ∈ L2(R)could be decomposed as

following:

s(x) =
∑

k

c1(k)ϕ1,k (x) +
∑

k

J
∑

j=1

dj(k)gj,k (x), (7)

where c1(k)is scaling coefficient (approximation coefficient),

dj(k) is wavelet coefficient (detail coefficient), ϕ1,k (t)is scal-

ing function, gj,k (x)is wavelet function.

We summarize the whole MRA process in Figure 1.

3) CLASSICAL SEPARATION METHOD BASED ON MRA

The classical separation method based on MRA, for the

geophysical potential field anomalies, is decomposing poten-

tial field data into first-order approximation coefficient,

c1(k), and several detail coefficients, dj(k); then reconstruct-

ing the regional and residual anomalies using particular
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FIGURE 2. Classical separation method for geophysical potential field
anomaly based on MRA.

range of wavelet coefficients, respectively. For example,

the regional anomalies are reconstructed from first-order

approximation coefficient c1(k), first-order detail coefficient

d1(k), and second-order coefficient d2(k); while the residual

anomalies are constructed from the rest wavelet coefficient

d3(k), . . . , dJ−1(k), dJ (k). The classical separation method

based on MRA is illustrated in Figure 2.

On the one hand, it is still an open issue about how to

choose the best mother wavelet for separation, since dif-

ferent mother wavelets have a great impact on the separa-

tion results [19]. On the other hand, the classical separation

method performs anomalies separation only on the scale

domain, which means all the wavelet coefficients belonging

to one scale is used to reconstruct whether regional or residual

anomalies. When the regional and residual anomalies are

aliased in scale domain (that is, the wavelet coefficients of a

certain scale contain both residual anomaly components and

regional anomaly components), there is still the problem of

incomplete separation (see the results of Section 3.2 Separa-

tion experiment for the 2D model for the detail). We propose

an optimal mother wavelet choosing method and a spatial

locating MRA separation to address these problems.

B. OUR APPROACH

1) OPTIMAL MOTHER WAVELET

The main challenge in using wavelet transform is selecting

the optimal mother wavelet for the given tasks, as different

mother wavelet applied to the same signal may produce

different results [22]–[24]. In order to avoid the subjectiv-

ity of choosing mother wavelet for the anomaly separation,

we need a quantitative evaluation index for choosing an opti-

mal mother wavelet.

The signal is represented as a set of wavelet coefficients,

after wavelet transform, in the spatial-scale domain. Gener-

ally speaking, only a small number of wavelet coefficients’

absolute value are significantly large, while the rest coeffi-

cients’ absolute value are small, or even close or equal to

zero. As we mentioned above, the aliasing of regional and

residual anomalies in scale domain will lead to the problem of

incomplete separation. The more of zero wavelet coefficients

obtained after wavelet transform (say more sparse), the lower

the probability of aliasing in scale domain will occur, so that

the better separation results could be expected.

Follow the idea mentioned above, we introduce a quantita-

tive evaluation index for choosing an optimal mother wavelet,

say Sparse Index (SI), as follow:

SI =
∑

j

∑

k

∥

∥Wgs(j, k)
∥

∥

2

∥

∥Wgs(j, k)
∥

∥

2 + ε
, (8)

where Wg|s(j, k) is the wavelet coefficients of scale j

and spatial position k ,ε is an infinitesimal constants, such

as ε = 10−8.

If Wg|s(j, k) = 0, SI = ‖Wg|s(j,k)‖2

‖Wg|s(j,k)‖2+ε
= 0; else if

Wg|s(j, k) 6= 0, SI = ‖Wg|s(j,k)‖2

‖Wg|s(j,k)‖2+ε
= 1. SI is the number of

non-zero wavelet coefficients, which indicates the sparsity

of the wavelet coefficients. The smaller SI is, the lower

probability of aliasing in scale domain will occur, so that the

better separation results will be obtain.

2) SEPARATION WITH OPTIMAL MOTHER WAVELET AND

SPATIAL LOCATING MRA

Choosing the optimal mother wavelet using SI could sparse

the wavelet coefficients and alleviate the aliasing degree of

regional and residual anomalies in scale domain. However,

separating the regional and residual anomalies only in scale

domainmay be incompletely, since the aliasingmay still exist

in scale domain, see Figure 10 as an example, in which the

regional and residual anomalies aliasing in 5th order detail

coefficients, even using optimal mother wavelet. In fact,

the wavelet coefficients contain not only the scale informa-

tion, but also spatial position information.We could make use

of these spatial position information to improve the accuracy

of separation. Taking the Figure 10 as an example, again, we

may reconstruct the residual anomaly only using the detail

coefficients limited in the red box. We name this method as

spatial locating MRA because only the certain detail coef-

ficients in spatial range, say normalized horizontal position

from 0.7 to 0.8 in Figure 10, are used to reconstruct the

residual anomaly. The spatial locating MRA could improve

the separating result when the residual and regional anomalies

aliasing in the 5th order detail coefficients, because we ignore

the coefficients outside red box that corresponding to the

regional anomaly when we reconstruct the residual anomaly.

Followed the idea discussed above, the separation method

with optimal mother wavelet and spatial locating MRA is

described as follows:

Step 1: Choose the optimal mother wavelet by SI factor;

Step 2: Decompose the potential field with MRA, obtain-

ing the approximation coefficients and detail coefficients;

Step 3: Determine the range of coefficients of residual

anomaly, say R, in scale-spatial domain (taking the Figure 10

as an example, again, R is the area limited in the red box),

according the local distribution characteristics of residual

anomaly;

Step 4: Reconstruct the residual anomaly using the detail

coefficients limited in the range R;

Step 5:Reconstruct the regional anomaly using the approx-

imation coefficients and the rest detail coefficients.
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FIGURE 3. Waveform of signal, which consists two frequency sinusoidal
component, say 0.005 circles/m and 0.2 circles/m.

FIGURE 4. The factor SI of the signal y using different mother wavelets.

TABLE 1. Names and sequence numbers of different mother wavelets.

III. RESULTS

A. SEPARATION EXPERIMENT FOR THE SIMPLE

SINUSOIDAL SIGNALS

The factor of SI could help us to choose an optimal mother

wavelet for signal separation. We use the following signal,

shown in Figure 3, as an example to demonstrate the role of

SI in the separation.

y =











sin(2π f1x) + 0.5 ∗ sin(2π f2x), x ∈ [150, 350] or

x ∈ [700, 900]

sin(2π f1x), otherwise

(9)

where f1 = 0.005circles ∗ m−1, f2 = 0.2circles · m−1.

In order to choose an optimal mother wavelet, we calculate

the SI, according to formulate (8) of signal y using different

mother wavelets listed in Table 1, respectively. Then we show

the results in Figure 4.

FIGURE 5. The wavelet coefficients of MRA of signal with the best mother
wavelet rbio2.4 (a) and the worst one bior1.3 (b).

From the Figure 4 we can see that the best mother wavelet

is no. 25 (rbio2.4), indicated with red circle, while the worst

one is no. 17 (bior1.3), indicated with green circle.

The wavelet coefficients of MRA of signal y with the best

mother wavelet rbio2.4, and the worst one bior1.3 are shown

in Figure 5 (a), (b) respectively. Figure 5 compose several

rows of pulse. Each row of pulses represents the wavelet

coefficients at a certain scale. The first order approximation

coefficients are represented by the row of pulses with 0 ordi-

nates, and the 1st−9th order detail coefficients are represented

by rows with 1 to 9 ordinates, respectively. The height of each

pulse represents the value of coefficient, and the abscissa in

the figure is the normalized horizontal position.

From Figure 5 we can see that the 8th − 10th order detail

coefficients represents the higher frequency components of

signal y(0.2 circles·m−1), while the rest of detail and approxi-

mation coefficients represent the lower frequency component

of signal y (0.05circles · m−1). We zoom in the red rectangle

part of Figure 5, and show it in Figure 6, respectively. From

Figure 6 (a) we can see the best mother wavelet rbio2.4 sepa-

rates the higher frequency component of signal y pretty well.

However, from Figure 6(b) we can see that the worst mother

wavelet bior1.3 separates the higher frequency component

incompletely. The higher frequency components (limited in
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FIGURE 6. Zoom in the red rectangle part of Figure 5(a) and (b),
respectively.

green box) aliased by the lower ones (spread in the whole

8th row) in the 8th order detail coefficients.

The separation results of signal y using the worst mother

wavelet bior1.3 are shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7 (b)

we can see that the separated higher frequency components

contain some lower frequency ones, while the separated lower

components become jugged.

The separation results of signal y using the best mother

wavelet rbio2.4 are shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8 (b)

we can see that the separated higher frequency components

are more clear, and the separated lower components become

much more smooth.

Comparing the results of Figure 7 and Figure 8, we can see

that using best mother wavelet chosen by SI factor, we could

separate higher and lower frequency components from the

signal more clearly.

B. SEPARATION EXPERIMENT FOR THE 2D MODEL

The experiment discussed above is just to separate the simple

sinusoidal signals. We will consider a 2D geological bodies

model and separate its magnetic anomalies into regional and

residual anomalies.

Model 1: This is a 2D geological bodies model which

consists of two horizontal infinite extension cylinders under-

ground. For the cylinder 1, depth = 3000m, radius = 300m,

horizontal position = 5000m, vertical magnetization =
1A/m; for the cylinder 2, depth = 50m, radius = 30m,

horizontal position = 8000m, vertical magnetization =
0.06A/m. The parameters of the model 1 are listed

in Table 2.

FIGURE 7. The separation results of signal y using the worst mother
wavelet bior1.3. (a) Separated lower frequency components (regional
anomaly). (b) Separated higher frequency components (residual
anomaly).

FIGURE 8. The separation results of signal y using the best mother
wavelet rbio2.4. (a) Separated lower frequency components (regional
anomaly). (b) Separated higher frequency components (residual
anomaly).

TABLE 2. Parameters of model 1 (2D geological bodies model of two
horizontal infinite extension cylinders).

The observation profile length is 10,00m on the ground,

and the observation interval is 10m. The observed magnetic

anomaly of model 1 are shown in Figure 9.

The magnetic anomaly is decomposed in multi-scale with

‘db2’ mother wavelet. The wavelet coefficients are shown
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FIGURE 9. The magnetic anomaly of model 1.

FIGURE 10. Multiscale decomposition wavelet coefficients of magnetic
anomaly of model 1. (a) Marking the residual and regional anomalies;
(b) zoom in 5th order detail coefficients to show the aliasing of residual
and regional anomaly, coefficients in red ellipses corresponding to the
residual anomaly, while those in green one corresponding to the regional
anomaly.

in Figure 10. We mark out the coefficients of residual

anomaly with red box and coefficients of regional anomaly in

green dashed box, see Figure 10(a). The residual and regional

anomaly aliasing in scale 5, which can be seen clearly

in Figure 10 (b).

From Figure. 10, it can be seen that the 5th−9th order detail

coefficients have significant amplitudes near the abscissa,

indicating that there is a high frequency signal nearby (resid-

ual anomaly); in addition, the 1st −5th order detail coef-

ficients and the 1st order approximation coefficients have

significant global amplitudes, indicating that there is a large-

scale global signal (regional anomaly). Because of the resid-

ual anomaly and regional anomaly aliasing on the 5thorder

detail coefficient (see Figure 10b for the detail), it can be

predicted that the residual and regional anomalies can not

be completely separated from total magnetic anomaly on the

scale alone.

According to the above analysis, the residual anomaly is

reconstructed by 5th −10th order detail coefficients, and the

FIGURE 11. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 as:
(a) using 5th

−10th order detail coefficients to reconstruct residual
anomaly; (b) using rest of coefficients to reconstruct regional anomaly.

FIGURE 12. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 as:
(a) using 6th

−10th order detail coefficients to reconstruct residual
anomaly; (b) using rest of coefficients to reconstruct regional anomaly.

regional anomaly is reconstructed by the rest coefficients.

The separation results are shown in Figure 11.

We can see, from Figure 11, that the reconstructed residual

anomaly contains part of the regional anomaly information

(see the green dashed boxes in Figure 11a). Correspondingly,

the result of regional anomaly separation appears more obvi-

ous jagged phenomenon (see the green and blue dashed boxes

in Figure 11b). The reason of incomplete separation is that the

5th order detail coefficients contain the information not only

of regional anomaly but of residual one.

If we reconstruct the residual anomaly only by 6th -9th

order detail coefficients and reconstruct the regional anomaly
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FIGURE 13. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 with
spatial locating as: (a) using 6th

−10th order detail coefficients in the red
box in Figure 10a to reconstruct residual anomaly; (b) using rest of
coefficients to reconstruct regional anomaly.

FIGURE 14. The factor SI of the magnetic anomaly of model 1 using
different mother wavelets.

by the rest coefficients, the separation results are still incom-

plete as shown in Figure 12. As can be seen from Figure. 12,

the reconstructed residual anomaly loses part of the infor-

mation (its amplitude is attenuated), and the missing part is

separated into the regional anomaly. Some of the aliasing phe-

nomenon have been improved (see the green dashed boxes

in Figure 12a,b), but some of aliasing becomes worse (see

the blue dashed box near by x = 8000min Figure 12a, b).

Comparing the separation results of Figure. 11 and

Figure. 12, it can be seen that the separation result of classical

MRA method is not ideal when there is aliasing of regional

and residual anomaly on scale (for example, in this case, there

is aliasing of regional and residual anomaly on the 5th order

detail coefficients).

If we utilized the spatial information of wavelet transform,

we will obtain a better separation result by using the wavelet

FIGURE 15. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 with
spatial locating MRA and optimal mother wavelet, say ‘sym5’, as: (a) using
6th

−10th order detail coefficients in the red box in Figure 10(a) to
reconstruct residual anomaly; (b) using rest of coefficients to reconstruct
regional anomaly.

FIGURE 16. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 of
frequency filtering with 2/L cut-off frequency as: (a) low-pass filtering
result, say regional anomaly; (b) high-pass filtering result, say residual
anomaly. L = 10000m is the length of profile and data interval is 10m.

FIGURE 17. The magnetic anomaly of model 1 with 10 db Gaussian white
noise.

coefficients in the red box in the Figure 10(a) to reconstruct

residual anomaly and using the rest ones to reconstruct the

regional anomaly. In this way, we can make full use of all
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FIGURE 18. Multiscale decomposition wavelet coefficients of magnetic
anomaly of model 1 with 10 db Gaussian white noise. (a) Marking the
residual, regional anomalies, and noise; (b) zoom in 9th and 10th order
detail coefficients to show the aliasing of residual anomaly and noise,
coefficients in red ellipses corresponding to the residual anomaly, while
the rest coefficients corresponding to the noise.

the detail coefficients corresponding to the residual anomaly

(5th − 10th order details), and avoid the interference of

regional anomaly in the 5th order details, so as to achieve

precise locating and separation. The separation results are

shown in Figure 13.

From Figure 13 we can see that the residual and regional

anomaly are separated more accurately by using the spatial

locating MRA separation method, and the separation results

are basically consistent with the theoretical values. It is worth

pointing out that there is still a small step phenomenon near

by x = 8000m(see blue dashed box in Figure 13b), which is

consistent with the location of the residual anomaly (corre-

sponding to the shallower cylinder 2).

We could alleviate the step phenomenon in Figure 13 by

choosing the optimal mother wavelet with SI factor. For

model 1 magnetic anomalies, a set of mother wavelets

(see Table 1) are selected to calculate their corresponding SI,

and the results are shown in Figure 14.

As can be seen from Figure 14, the three best mother

wavelets are ‘db5’, ‘sym5’ and ‘bior3.1’ (mother wavelets

numbered 5, 9 and 20 in the red circle). The three worst

mother wavelets are ‘rbio3.1’, ‘bior1.3’ and ‘db1’ (mother

wavelets numbered 26, 17 and 1 in the green circle).

The spatial locating MRA separation and the optimal

mother wavelet ‘sym5’ are employed to separate themagnetic

FIGURE 19. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 as:
(a) using 6th

−8th order detail coefficients to reconstruct residual
anomaly; (b) using rest of coefficients to reconstruct regional anomaly;
(c) using 9th

−10th order detail coefficients to reconstruct noise.

anomalies. The separation results are shown in Figure 15.

From Figure 15, it can be seen that the separation results

are improved, which is almost consistent with the theoretical

values.

These results are finally compared with those obtained

by frequency-domain approach, which are shown

in Figure 16. As can be seen from Figure 16, the separated

regional anomaly is more flat than the theoretical one, while

the separated residual anomaly contains some component

of regional anomaly, if we choose the typical cut-of fre-

quency 2/L (L is the length of profile).

Comparing Figure 15 and 16, we find that our approach can

obtain better separation results than conventional frequency-

domain method.

C. SEPARATION EXPERIMENT FOR THE 2D MODEL

WITH NOISE

To analysis the sensitivity to noise of our approach, 10 db

Gaussian white noise was added to the synthetic data of

model 1 (see Figure 17 for the noisy data). The classical

separation method based on MRA, frequency domain filter-

ing method, and our approach was employed to separate the

synthetic data with noise, respectively.

Figure 18 shows the wavelet coefficients of MRA of mag-

netic anomaly of model 1 with 10 db Gaussian white noise.

From Figure 18a we can see that the coefficients in the yellow
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FIGURE 20. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 1 with
spatial locating MRA and optimal mother wavelet, say ‘sym5’, as:
(a) regional anomaly; (b) regional anomaly; (c) noise.

FIGURE 21. Separation result of magnetic anomaly with 10 db Gaussian
white noise of model 1 of frequency filtering with 2/L and 0.13 cut-off
frequency as: (a) regional anomaly; (b) residual anomaly; (c) noise.

dashed box represent the high frequency noise, the coeffi-

cients in the green dashed box represent the regional anomaly,

while the coefficients in the red box represent the residual

FIGURE 22. The magnetic anomaly of model 2: (a) total magnetic
anomaly; (b) magnetic anomaly of big sphere (regional anomaly);
(c) magnetic anomaly of five small spheres (residual anomaly).

anomaly. From Figure 18b we can see clearly that the noise

and residual anomaly alias on 9th detail coefficients.

According to the above analysis, the noise is reconstructed

by 9th −10th order detail coefficients, and the residual

anomaly is reconstructed by 6th − 8th order detail coeffi-

cients, and the regional anomaly is reconstructed by the rest

coefficients. The separation results are shown in Figure 19.
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FIGURE 23. The factor SI of the magnetic anomaly of model 2 using
different mother wavelets.

FIGURE 24. Separation result of magnetic anomalies of model 2 with
worst mother wavelet ‘db1’ as: (a) separated residual anomalies;
(b) separated regional anomalies.

We can see, from Figure 19, that (1) the separated regional

anomaly and noise contains some part of residual informa-

tion, respectively (see the blue dashed box in Figure 19a, 19c).

Correspondingly, the result of residual anomaly is attenuated

(see the blue dashed box in Figure 19b). (2) The separated

residual contains part of noise (see the green dashed box

in Figure 19b).

FIGURE 25. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 2 with
optimal mother wavelet ‘sym5’ as: (a) separated residual anomaly;
(b) separated regional anomaly.

If we utilize the spatial information of wavelet transform,

we will obtain better separation results by using the coef-

ficients in the yellow dashed box but not in red box, using

the coefficients in the red box, and using the coefficients in

the green dashed box but not in red box in the Figure 18a

to reconstruct the noise, residual anomaly, and the regional

anomaly, respectively. The separation results of our approach

are shown in Figure 20.

From Figure 20 we can see that the residual and regional

anomalies are separated more accurately by using our spatial

locating MRA method from the noisy synthetic data. The

separation results are almost consistent with the theoretical

values.

These results are also compared with those obtained by

frequency-domain approach, which are shown in Figure 21.

As can be seen from Figure 21, the separated regional

anomaly is more flat than the theoretical one, while the

separated residual anomaly contains some component of

regional anomaly and noise, if we choose the typical cut-of

frequency 2/L (L is the length of profile).

Comparing Figure 20 and 21, we find that our approach can

obtain better separation results than conventional frequency-

domain method.
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TABLE 3. Parameters of model 2 (3D geological bodies model of one big
sphere and five small spheres).

FIGURE 26. Separation result of magnetic anomaly of model 2 with
spatial locating MRA and optimal mother wavelet ‘sym5’ as: (a) regional
anomaly of big sphere; (b) residual anomaly of small sphere 1;
(c) residual anomaly of small sphere 2; (d) residual anomaly of small
sphere 3; (e) residual anomaly of small sphere 4; (f) residual anomaly of
small sphere 5.

D. SEPARATION EXPERIMENT FOR THE 3D MODEL

Model 2: This is 3D geological bodies model which consists

of a big deeper sphere and five small shallower spheres. For

the big sphere, center of sphere is (1000m, 1000m, 500m),

radius is 100m, magnetization is 1 A/m; For the five small

spheres, center of sphere is (500m, 1000m, 50m), (1500m,

1000m, 50m), (1000m, 1000m, 50m), (1000m, 500m, 50m),

(1000m, 1500m, 50m), respectively, the radius are all 10m,

and the magnetization are all 1A/m. The parameters of

model 2 are listed in Table 3.

The observation area on the ground is 2000m×2000m, the

observation interval is 10m. The observed magnetic anomaly

of model 2 is shown in Figure 22.

For model 2 magnetic anomaly, a set of mother wavelets

(see Table 1) are selected to calculate their corresponding SI,

and the results are shown in Figure 23.

As can be seen from Figure 23, the three best mother

wavelets are ‘db5’, ‘sym5’ and ‘sym6’ (mother wavelets

numbered 5, 9 and 10 in the red circle). The three worst

mother wavelets are ‘db1’, ‘bior1.1’ and ‘bior1.3’ (mother

wavelets numbered 1, 16 and 17 in the green circle).

The worst mother wavelet ‘db1’ and the optimal mother

wavelet ‘sym5’; are employed to separate the magnetic

anomaly of model 2. The separation results are shown in Fig-

ure 24 (using ‘db1’) and Figure 25 (using ‘sym5’), respec-

tively. Comparing the Figure 24 and 25, it can be seen that

the separation results using optimal mother wavelet are much

better than the worst one, which can separate the anomaly

of big sphere (regional anomaly) and of five small spheres

(residual anomaly) clearly.

Furthermore, we could separate the anomaly of each

sphere, see in Figure 26, using spatial locating MRA separa-

tion and optimal mother wavelet. The finer separation results

could help us to obtain a better geological interpretation

later.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a geophysical potential field separation method

based on optimal mother wavelet and spatial locating

MRA is proposed. The quantitative evaluation factor, Sparse

Index (SI), is proposed to help us choosing the optimal

mother wavelet for a given separation task. The Spatial

locating MRA method separates the regional and residual

anomaly, by means of reconstructing them using the wavelet

coefficients within particular spatial and scale arrange,

respectively.

The proposed separation method is evaluated on four

experiments, including a 2D (without and with noise) and a

3D geological body model separation task. The results show

that our approach can choose optimal mother wavelet quan-

titatively, and separates the geophysical potential field into

regional and residual anomaly more clear then the classical

MRA method and conventional frequency domain filtering

method, when the spectrum of regional residual anomaly are

aliased. The finer separation results are helpful for the later

geological interpretation.
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